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Agenda
★ Welcome
★ One Connected Community
★ Ten things to know
★ Hopes and concerns

+ smart phone

★ What’s next?
★ Areas of opportunity

+ individual map activity
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90 Professionals

Planners
Urban Designers
Landscape Architects

8 OFFICES
Columbus, OH
Greenville, SC
Atlanta, GA
Cincinnati, OH
Indianapolis, IN
Louisville, KY
Detroit, MI
West Lafayette, IN

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Comprehensive Planning
Land Planning
Transportation Planning
Public Space Design
Community Engagement
Economic Development

SHAPE PLACE.
IMPROVE LIVES.
SHARE THE STORY.
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A major moment for Helena
★

Strong, consistent growth in population and housing;
Emerging as a community of choice in a fast growing region

★

Capacity for schools, roads, facilities, and so on, a growing,
pressing challenge

★

Economic and fiscal outlook is mixed; need for a better
defined and integrated strategy

★

Opportunity better leverage natural assets and physically
connect the community

★

Work to address “next chapter” issues in Old Town, major
corridors, and elsewhere

★

The grand opportunity ... develop our framework for growth
and investment and, in so doing, build

One Connected Community
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What is a plan?
★ Opportunity to pause, take stock, and develop
a clear road map for community growth and
investment
★ A best practice of strong, self-aware communities
just like Helena
★ Comprehensive plans ...
» Start and sustain a conversation with the community;
» Provide a balanced approach to protecting natural & historic
features while enabling appropriate growth & development;
» Collect key actions (projects, policies, and programs) that are
aligned with the community’s vision, and;
» “Bake in” a mechanism for prioritization, evaluation and
benchmarking. Start with the end in mind.
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Plan Topics
+ Demographics
Population,
households,
age, income,
etc.

+ Land Use
Development
trends, growth
evaluation,
land planning,
character

+ Economics
Employment
and jobs, local
business,
sectors,
market

+ Mobility
Movement of
people and
goods

+ Infrastructure
Water, sewer,
storm, fiber

+ Facilities
Development
trends, growth
evaluation,
land planning,
character

+ Parks & Trails
Employment
and jobs, local
business,
sectors,
market

+ Other areas
Education,
public health,
historic
assets, hazard
mitigation
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Why now?
★ A year of profound disruption ...
★ The region is (particularly our corner) is growing
and changing fast
★ Federal and state programs are coming in waves,
need to be ready to ride
★ Capacity challenges require long-term planning,
budgeting, and execution
★ New residents / new perspectives
★ Unmet opportunities? You tell us!
★ Keep up the best practice - planning for the future
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Starting here!
★ Convene to safely participate in this important
community event
★ Share information about the process, the
community, and results from stakeholder
interviews and initial technical work
★ Generate a community conversation focusing on
the future of Helena
★ Discuss and help the Planning Team build-out
foundational components of the vision and the
plan
★ Inspire you to invite others in an continue to build
the movement!
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The path to plan

1

Plan
Foundation

2

Visioning &
Strategic
Framework

3

Recommendations
& Implementation

4

Plan
Documentation

3 MONTHS

4 MONTHS

3 MONTHS

2 MONTHS

Build on local strengths
to identify key
opportunities, priorities,
and challenges, through
community guidance,
and data.

Create a vision and build
consensus by articulating
opportunities and exploring
options and solutions.

Craft an objectiveoriented road map,
with steps that are
both actionable and
obtainable to guide plan
implementation.

Assembling the
vision, strategies, and
plan concepts into a
Comprehensive Plan
document.
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Who’s Involved?
★ You! The community will drive the effort and define /
refine major pieces of the plan
★ Steering Committee - core team of community
representatives helping to move the project
recommendations forward
★ City officials and staff - provide guidance and adopt
★ Partners - Regional Planning Commission Of Greater
Birmingham and others
★ Community Stakeholders
★ Multi-disciplinary project team made-up of MKSK,
Development Strategies, and Sain Associates
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Emerging Themes
★ Growth, growth, growth
★ Capacity, capacity, capacity
★ Community character, “Who is Helena?”
★ Internal connections - bridging the divide
★ A river runs through it!
★ Next chapter for Old Town
★ Standards and expectations for new
development
★ Regional relationships and opportunities

Topical stakeholder conversations held
throughout September, 10 in total covering
major topics of the plan

★ Can my kids live here? Housing affordability
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Some things to know ...
★ Comprehensive plan allow for a “full
view” of the community system
★ Start by scanning the environment then
diving into focus areas / issues
★ Critical information but difficult to distill
★ Start with some basic “things to know”
about Helena
★ Want to find out more? Look for the
community profile briefing in November!
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1

Explosive Growth

★ 2020 Census confirms 20,900
residents in Helena, up 25% from
2010
★ 10,000 new residents from 2000,
averaging +500 / year
★ Strong growth across Shelby
County, up 14 percent from 2010;
Weaker in Jefferson, 2.5

2

Shifting Demographics
★ Increasingly diverse: +54% rise
in Black or African American
population, +81% for Hispanic / Latinx
★ Household and family sizes are
increasing contrary to state and
national trends
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3

An older community

4

Highly Educated;
High earning

★ 50+ population will represent 58%
of the new growth in the next five
years

★ Nearly half of residents aged
25 and older with at least a
bachelor’s degree

★ Only 36% of households have
school-aged children at home

★ 60% increase in households
earning more than $100k;
Majority of new HH’s are high
earners

★ Over 50 segment growing fastest;
Fastest-Aging population in the
region

A “Bedroom” Community?
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★ 96% Helena residents are employed
outside the city
★ Nearly all of city’s daily workers
come from outside Helena
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Hot housing market; Single type

★ Nearly 98 percent of the housing stock is single-family
(Shelby Co. 75%, Hoover 64%)
★ Helena’s homeownership rate of 93 percent is the highest
rate among its peers (Shelby Co. 83%, Hoover 66%)
★ From 2010 to 2020, the pace of housing development in
Shelby County was slower than in the 1990s and 2000s
★ From 2012 to 2021, housing values in Helena are up
50%; Homes built since 2010 are significantly larger with
substantially higher sale prices
★ 0 units of multi-family developed from 2010;
(1,000+ Shelby Co., 400+ Hoover, 180+ Pelham)
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Economic picture mixed

★ Nearly 40% of all jobs held by residents are in
Healthcare, Retail trade, and Finance sectors;
nearly all these jobs are outside Helena
★ Of the ~1,700 primary jobs held inside Helena,
40% are in retail trade and food service; Workers
in the city earn less on average than residents
★ Relatively little retail, office, and/or industrial
supply and delivery from 2010 compared with the
region and peers
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Limited control over
roads and congestion

9

Opportunities to better
leverage natural setting

★ Helena owns very few of the roads
within the city limits (mix of county and
state authority)

★ The Cahaba River corridor and
surrounding natural areas are
primary assets for residents

★ Lack of freeway access means gateway
corridors are mostly two-lane

★ Trail system can be expanded
to better connect the
community

★ Congestion is primarily limited to peakhour demand including morning school
drop-off
★ Crash data clusters incidents around
SR 261 / Helena Road intersection; 42
incidents over two years

★ Parks, ballfields,
and community
facilities are
struggling with
capacity as the
city continues to
grow
20
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Not starting from scratch
★ Helena has completed and participated
in numerous previous planning efforts
that will help advance this latest effort
★ Past plans include:
» City of Helena Comprehensive Plan
(Including the most recent 2016 Update)
» Zoning Ordinance
» Helena School Intersection Study
» Pedestrian Improvements in Old Town
Helena
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Interactive Polling

ENTER CODE:

4861 6137

Instructions

Grab your phone
or open a browser
window

Go to www.menti.com

Enter the code on
the screen and vote!
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What’s next?
★

Online community sessions via Zoom and the project
website
»

Do you know someone who should be part of this discussion?
Share the website and get them involved!

»

Zoom sessions to take place through November

★

Full report from the initial round of community
discussions in December

★

Community profile briefing available in November for
review, questions, and commenting

★

Next community meeting first quarter of 2022, check the
website for details
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Areas of opportunity
★ As you continue your day, let’s keep the
conversation going, now considering
Helena’s places and spaces
» What places are strong?
» What places should improve?

21
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» What are opportunities or missing elements?

★ Use a numbered yellow dot to indicate a
location on the virtual map and tell us why
here?What’s the opportunity?
★ What do you see happening outside Helena
that might be appropriate here that would
improve quality of life / place?
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Thank you!
Please invite your friends

HelenaComprehensivePlan.com

